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The human visual system transforms low-level retinal input into high-level neural representations using several parallel processing streams (Kravitz et al. 2013; Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982). Despite its impressive processing power, however, the brain is capacity limited and cannot represent all information from our rich and complex environment at once (Marois and Ivanoff 2005). The selection of relevant information and suppression of irrelevant information are regulated by visual attention, which can modulate neural activity at multiple levels of visual processing (Kastner and Pinsk 2004).

Evidence suggests that the need for attentional selection increases when the information that is processed becomes increasingly complex. For instance, attention is necessary to construct multifeature representations for solving complex visual search tasks (Wolfe 1998) but not for single feature representations. The powerful phenomenon of “change blindness,” whereby large changes in real-world environments go unnoticed when attention is directed elsewhere (Rensink 2001), suggests that, in highly complex scenes, attending to a specific scene element severely limits visual processing of the other elements in that scene.

However, research on rapid perception of real-world scenes shows that some information, such as the presence of a target object (Potter 1975) or scene category (Greene and Oliva 2009), can be extracted with minimal effort. The processing of this information appears to be unaffected by diminished attention; object detection remains intact when subjects have to process two scenes in parallel instead of a single scene, effectively doubling the visual input (Rousselet et al. 2002). Similarly, performance is intact when complex scenes are presented in a dual-task paradigm, even though discrimination of more simple stimuli suffers under these circumstances (Li et al. 2002). Thus, paradoxically, even for rich and complex natural scenes, some information is able to escape the attentional bottleneck (Braun 2003).

What is the neural basis for the resilience of complex scene processing to diminished attention? It has been proposed that attention can operate in multiple cognitive subsystems, such as sensory processing, working memory, or response selection, depending on the nature of the stimuli and the task at hand (Luck et al. 2000). Attentional selection may only be necessary in a given subsystem if that subsystem suffers from interference from other stimuli or tasks (Lavie 1995). Event-related potentials (ERPs) are particularly useful to elucidate at which stage of processing attentional selection takes place because their high temporal resolution can identify the time window at which stimulus processing is affected even if there is no response requirement to that stimulus (Luck 2005). Sensory-level interference effects, for example, as observed in spatial cuing experiments, can manifest as early as the C1 or P1 (between 60 and 100 ms after stimulus onset), whereas effects related to, for instance, working memory updating (reflected in the P300) or the resolution of response conflict take place after this early period in the “post-perceptual” processing stage (Luck et al. 2000).

Although the early and late effects of attention across various tasks have been well characterized for simple, artificial stimuli, much less is known about how attention impacts the neural processing of real-world scenes (Peelen and Kastner 2014). Here, we explored the time course of attentional interference on scene perception by examining the effects of reduced attention on activity evoked by real-world scenes. In two experiments, we compared the level of scene processing during an explicit categorization task with tasks performed on simul-
taneously presented, unrelated stimuli, thereby reducing the amount of attention directed at the scenes. In Experiment 1, subjects performed a central letter task that was matched in difficulty to the scene categorization task, as well as a more difficult letter task that taxed working memory. In Experiment 2, we examined the spatial extent of the attention effects by introducing a condition in which attention was diverted to a peripherally presented stimulus. Critically, the same scenes were shown in each condition, such that the influence of attention could be isolated. If, despite their complexity, sensory analysis of scenes can indeed occur unperturbed even in the presence of interfering stimuli and competing tasks, the degree of scene processing as reflected in early ERP time windows should remain intact with diminished attention.

The degree of scene processing was evaluated by means of two types of ERP analysis. First, we performed traditional ERP trial averaging to test whether a categorical difference between manmade and natural scenes was present in evoked activity in each condition. Second, single-trial analysis was used to test to what extent attention affected neural sensitivity to image-specific scene statistics. Many scene properties are correlated with low-level statistical regularities, for example in the spatial frequency spectrum (Torralba and Oliva 2003) or the distribution of local contrast (Brady and Field 2000). In a previous study, we examined how these statistics affected manmade/ natural categorization on a large set of diverse real-world scenes (Groen et al. 2013). We found that the mean local contrast energy of a scene predicted response times, whereas a parameter describing the shape of the local contrast distribution, which we dubbed “spatial coherence,” correlated most strongly with naturalness categorization. Importantly, these statistics also parametrically modulated sensory ERP amplitudes, and spatial coherence in particular predicted how well a category could be decoded from single-trial ERP responses to the scenes (Groen et al. 2013). Thus local contrast statistics provide a useful single-image quantification of scene naturalness that can be used to probe more fine-grained neural processing of scene information. By comparing ERP sensitivity to these statistics across the different conditions, we sought to provide convergent evidence for neural scene processing under different attentional manipulations.

METHODS

Experiment 1

Subjects. Nineteen participants (4 men, aged 19–27 yr; mean 21.5, SD = 2.4) took part in Experiment 1. To ensure that participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, a Landolt C vision test was administered before the experiment; a visual acuity of 0.8 in both eyes was required for participation. The experiment was approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of Amsterdam, and all participants gave written, informed consent before participation and were compensated for their time with research credits or money (7 euro/h). After preprocessing, one participant was excluded from analysis because he/she failed to respond on >25% of the trials. Two more participants were excluded based on low electro-encephalography (EEG) quality (excessive movement, visible as artifacts in >10 min of raw data, or a large amount of drift likely attributable to a malfunctioning reference).

Experimental procedure. EEG was recorded while subjects were presented with stimulus displays that consisted of manmade and natural scenes and letters. A continuous stream of black letters was displayed in the center of the screen on a gray background. On average, every nine letters, a white letter was presented instead of a black letter, and a scene was simultaneously presented behind it (Fig. 1A; note that, for illustrative purposes, the letters are displayed much larger in the figure than in the actual experiment; see Trial design for details). Upon this event, subjects were required to perform a two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC) task based on one of three different task instructions: 1) indicate whether the scene is manmade or natural (“scene task”); 2) indicate whether the white letter is a vowel or consonant (“vowel task”); or 3) indicate whether the white letter was the same as two white letters before (“2-back task”: Fig. 1B). Tasks were blocked, and each block contained 300 trials. Each subject completed two blocks per task, first each of the three tasks once and then again repeated in the same order. Task order was counterbalanced across subjects.

Subjects were instructed to respond to white letters/scene onsets only and to attend to the black letters to ensure fixation. They indicated their responses with the index fingers of each hand using custom-made button boxes taped to the chair armrests. Response mappings were counterbalanced across the task repetitions, i.e., within subjects. Each block lasted 9.7 min and was divided in mini-blocks of 166 s. Mini-blocks started with a 2,000-ms fixation cross. After each mini-block, a feedback screen was presented displaying the number of correct responses for each choice (e.g., “you responded correctly for 95% of the vowels”) and how many times they failed to respond before the onset of the next trial. The feedback screen was colored according to subjects’ performance on the preceding mini-block: green if >90% of responses was correct, orange if it was 80–90%, and red if it was <80%. Subjects initiated the onset of a new mini-block with a button press.

Memory posttest. To evaluate whether the task manipulation was successful in reducing attention to the scenes, subjects performed an additional experiment after removal of the EEG cap and electrodes, which assessed how well subjects remembered scenes they observed during the main EEG experiment. Subjects were presented with scenes they had seen previously during the EEG experiment as well as new scenes (see Scene selection). They indicated whether they recognized the scene by pressing the button box with the left or right index finger. Scenes were displayed one by one on the same monitor using the same display settings as in the EEG experiment, except that the letter was now omitted. Also, each scene was visible until the subjects responded to allow the subjects enough time to recognize the scene. However, subjects were instructed to respond based on their first impression and to not linger on the images. The test took about 5 min on average. Importantly, it was not announced to the participant until the EEG experiment was completed.

Computation of image statistics. For each scene, we calculated two image statistics based on distributions of local contrast (Scholte et al. 2009); contrast energy (CE) and spatial coherence (SC). These statistics are derived in a biologically realistic way by summing simulated output of contrast-sensitive receptive fields. The details of the model are described in detail in various other places (Ghebreab et al. 2009; Groen et al. 2013; Scholte et al. 2009). Briefly, the model performs the following calculations: 1) conversion of the RGB layers of the image to color-opponent space (grayscale, red-green, blue-yellow; Koen-derink et al. 1972); 2) local contrast detection within each color-opponent space using multiscale exponential contrast filters (Zhu and Mumford 1997) whose outputs are rectified and divisively normalized using the lateral geniculate nucleus suppressive field approach (Bonin et al. 2005); 3) construction of one contrast-intensity map for each opponent space by selecting one specific filter output per image location using minimal reliable scale selection (Elder and Zucker 1998; Ghebreab et al. 2009); 4) pooling of the contrast responses across a selection of the image (the central 1.5° for CE, the central 5° for SC), taking the average response for CE, and the coefficient of variation (means ± SD) for SC; 5) averaging of the CE and SC values...
Fig. 1. Experimental design. A: trial design of Experiment 1. On each trial, a white letter and a scene replaced a continuous stream of black letters, and a 2-alternative forced choice response (2AFC) was required. Note that, for illustrative purpose, letters and scenes are displayed considerably larger than in the actual experiments. The example pictures shown here are from the author’s personal collection and were not used in the actual experiments. B: in Experiment 1, subjects performed a scene task, vowel task, and an 2-back task. C: contrast energy (CE) and spatial coherence (SC) values for each scene image (scattered circles) shown in the electro-encephalography (EEG) experiments. Left: event-related potential (ERP) scenes that were used in all tasks and analyzed in the ERP analyses. Right: 3 matched sets of scenes that were each uniquely presented in 1 task and tested again in the memory posttest. Squares = medians, lines = standard deviations within each global category (manmade and natural). D: in Experiment 2, an outline appeared along with the scene and white letter, and a 2AFC outline discrimination task replaced the 2-back letter task.

These computational steps have been chosen to maximize the correlation of the CE and SC with two parameters derived from a Weibull function fitted to the distribution of contrast values (Scholte et al. 2009). CE is a biologically realistic approximation of the distribution mean (the scale parameter of the function), whereas SC is an approximation of its shape (the degree to which the function describes a power law or a Gaussian distribution). These two statistics thus capture information about the overall presence of edges in a scene (CE) and higher-order correlations between them (SC). As a result, images with low CE/SC values contain strong figure-ground segregation (i.e., because of the presence of a coherent object with sharp edges), whereas images with high values are cluttered or textured. The correlation of CE and SC with scene naturalness thus stems from the fact that natural scenes tend to contain clutter or otherwise unorganized structure, whereas urbanized, manmade environments are more orderly (Groen et al. 2013).

Scene selection. Scenes were selected from a larger set of 1,600 scenes used by Groen et al. (2013). In that study, subjects (n = 14) categorized scenes as either manmade or natural, and their average response served as the ground-truth labels in the present study. For the present experiment, we randomly selected 500 scenes (250 manmade, 250 natural) that were consistently rated across all previous observers. These 500 scenes were divided as follows: 120 scenes (60 manmade, 60 natural) were set apart and not presented in the EEG experiment but only in the memory test, thus serving as new scenes. The other 380 scenes were used in the EEG experiment. Of these, 130 manmade and 130 natural scenes were designated “ERP scenes” and were presented once in each task block in the EEG experiment. Only these scenes were used for the ERP analyses, which are thus based on the exact same scenes in all conditions. The remaining 120 scenes were designated as “memory scenes” and were split in 3 sets of 40 scenes (20 manmade, 20 natural), which were presented only within one specific task (once per block). These scenes were excluded from ERP analysis but were presented again in the memory posttest, randomly intermixed with the new scenes. By presenting these scenes uniquely in one condition, we could determine to what extent our task manipulations affected subsequent scene memory. Memory sets were counterbalanced across tasks, such that there was no systematic relation between memory set and task condition.

In addition, scene selection was constrained such that average CE and SC values within the manmade and natural categories did not differ between ERP scenes, memory scenes, or new scenes (see Fig. 1C; for Kruskal-Wallis tests of equal medians and Bartlett’s tests of equal variances, all P > 0.20).

Trial design. Stimuli were presented using Presentation software (http://www.neurobs.com). To construct a trial, nine black letters were
drawn randomly without replacement from a predetermined set and arranged in a mini letter train. Then the fourth-sixth letters of this train were randomly picked and replaced with a white letter. White letters were never directly repeated, and the first black letter of a train was never the same as the last black letter of the previous train. Black and white letters were presented for 216 ms. Additionally, at the onset of the white letter, a natural scene was presented for a duration of 100 ms. Scenes were 640 × 480 pixels and were presented on the center of a 19-inch ASUS monitor with a frame rate of 60 Hz and a screen resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. Subjects were seated at a distance of 90 cm from the screen, such that the scenes subtended ~9 × 7° of visual angle. The letters were displayed on top of a small gray box of ~55 × 35 pixels (the size of the box varied slightly depending on the letter shown), subtending ~0.8 × 0.5° of visual angle.

For the scene and vowel tasks, the white letters were four vowels (A, E, O, and U) and four consonants (S, T, G, and P). White letters were drawn randomly on each trial, resulting in on average 50% vowels and 50% consonants being presented. For the black letters, 12 other consonants were used (C, D, H, J, K, L, N, Q, X, Y, and Z). For the 2-back task, we created two sets of eight white letters (A, F, G, P, S, R, U, W and B, D, E, L, M, O, T, V). Every six trials, letters were drawn from one of the two white letter sets to create a 2-back sequence in which a repetition occurred on either the fourth, fifth, or sixth position. Thus in total 50 target trials (“same white letter as 2 white letters back”) were presented. The two white letter sets were alternated to assure that a target trial could not be confused with a letter of previous trials. The black letters consisted of the remaining letters in the alphabet (C, D, H, I, J, K, N, Q, X, Y, and Z).

Behavioral data analysis. Responses and reaction times were recorded. For behavioral analysis of the EEG experiment, both ERP scenes and memory scenes were included. Trials for which subjects either failed to respond or responded before 200 ms or after 1,200 ms were excluded from analysis (mean = 1.5%, median = 0.8%, min = 0.2%, max = 6% of all 1,800 trials). For each subject and each task block, sensitivity (d’) was computed based on response accuracy per scene category. Hits were designated as correct categorization of a manmade scene (scene task), a vowel (vowel task), or a nonrepetition as two back, respectively. To avoid correct categorization of a manmade scene as natural, a vowel as incorrect recognized new scenes as false alarms. The data were included the following steps: 1) low-pass filtering at 115.2 Hz and 24 dB/octave to prevent aliasing due to down sampling; 2) down sampling of the raw data to 256 Hz and offline referencing to the average of two external electrodes placed on the mastoids; 3) a high-pass filter at 0.1 Hz (12 dB/octave), a low-pass filter at 30 Hz (24 dB/octave), and two notch filters at 50 and 60 Hz; 4) automatic removal of deflections >300 ms (after visual inspection, this threshold was raised for some subjects with very high ERP amplitudes); 5) segmentation into epochs from −100 to 500 ms from scene onset; 6) ocular correction based on the EOG activity (Gratton 1983); 7) baseline correction between −100 and 0 ms; 8) automated artifact rejection (maximal voltage 50 μV, minimal/maximal amplitudes −75/75 μV, lowest activity 0.50 μV); and, 9), conversion of the obtained ERPs to current source density responses (Perrin 1989). For the temporal filtering, infinite impulse response filters were used, which are implemented as phase shift-free Butterworth filters in BVA2. Including trials that were rejected based on behavior, median rejection rate was 87 out of 1,560 ERP scene trials (min = 11 trials, max = 345 trials); in total, 6% of the data was rejected. After preprocessing, the single-trial ERP amplitude values were imported into MatLab (Mathworks) for statistical analysis.

ERP analysis. To subtract out effects of response preparation (and because the behavioral data did not indicate any difference between repetitions; see Results) trials were averaged across the two blocks of data obtained for each task. To examine whether information about scene naturalness was present in the evoked activity in each of the different tasks, we computed grand average ERPs and difference waves based on the ERP scenes and compared these across tasks (memory scenes were excluded from ERP analysis). First, average ERP amplitude for manmade and for natural scenes was computed for each subject and each task separately. The natural ERP was then subtracted from the manmade ERP to obtain a difference wave for each subject and task. Per electrode and time point, average difference wave amplitude was tested against zero with a two-tailed, one-sample t-test. P values were corrected for multiple comparisons with an FDR correction at α = 0.05. In addition, we report only significant differences lasting for at least six consecutive samples (~23 ms) (Johnson and Olshausen 2003; Rieger et al. 2013). To compare the difference waves across tasks, two-tailed paired t-tests were conducted for each pair of tasks, and the same FDR threshold was applied as for the difference wave analysis. Although all analyses were conducted without preselection of electrodes, i.e., for all 64 electrodes simultaneously, we focused our analyses on the posterior (occipital and parietal) electrodes, which overlay the cortical areas known to be involved in visual processing and categorization.

Single-trial ERP regression. To investigate how image statistics affected evoked activity to the scenes, we ran regression analysis of single-trial ERP amplitude on CE and SC values of the scenes (Groen et al. 2013). Regression analyses were performed separately for each experiment, subject, electrode, and time point, with ERP amplitude values as the dependent variable and CE and SC values as independent variables. The regression was performed simultaneously for all trials but with separate predictor columns for each task. The regression model thus contained 3 × 260 rows (780 trials) and 7 predictor columns (constant, CE scene task, SC scene task, CE vowel task, SC vowel task, CE 2-back task, SC 2-back task). Predictor columns were z-scored independently. Missing trials were marked as NaN and thereby ignored in the regression analysis.

Each regression resulted in a single measure of overall explained variance (r²), as well as regression weights (β-coefficients) specific to each task and image statistic. For each electrode and time point, the significance of the β-coefficients was determined by testing whether the mean β-coefficient across subjects was larger than zero using two-tailed one-sample t-tests. Resulting P values were FDR corrected for multiple comparisons (electrodes, time points, and tasks) at α = 0.05. For consistency with the difference wave analysis discussed above, we only report β-coefficients that were significant for at least six consecutive samples. Comparisons in regression coefficients between tasks were carried out by means of paired t-tests using the same FDR threshold as for the individual β-coefficients.

Experiment 2

Subjects. Eighteen participants (4 men, aged 18–26 yr; mean 21.4, SD = 2.5) took part in the second experiment. Inclusion criteria and compensation were as in Experiment 1. Two participants were ex-
cluded from analysis based on EEG quality (excessive drift). The experiment was approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of Amsterdam, and all participants gave written, informed consent before participation.

**Experimental procedure, trial design, and scene selection.** To examine whether the late effects of attention on ERP amplitude (see RESULTS, Experiment 1) were due to peripheral suppression or to explicit scene categorization, we ran a second experiment in which we manipulated peripheral rather than focal attention. Procedures were identical to Experiment 1, except that, apart from letters and scenes, a black-and-white frame surrounding the scene was presented (Fig. 1D). The letter 2-back task was replaced by a peripheral discrimination task in which subjects indicated whether the outline was oriented vertically or horizontally (“outline task”). Outlines were drawn by presenting a black and a white box behind the scene that extended it by 10 pixels (∼0.1°) on each side. Outline orientation was randomly determined on each trial. In addition, it was randomly determined which half of the outline was black, with the constraint that a particular outline configuration (e.g., “horizontal orientation with white top and black bottom”) was never directly repeated. In all tasks, letters were presented according to the settings of the vowel task in Experiment 1, except that, not only the scenes, but also the white letters and the outlines were now all presented for 100 ms to ensure that stimulation duration was equal across tasks. Visual stimulation was thus identical across the three tasks, and the only difference was task requirement. The same scenes were used as in Experiment 1, and a memory posttest was again administered.

**Data analysis.** Behavioral data and ERP analysis was identical to the first experiment. For the behavioral analysis of the EEG experiment, again a small number of trials were excluded (mean = 5.5, median = 0.4, min = 0%, max = 1.8% of all 1,800 trials). In the outline task, correct categorization of a horizontal outline was designated as a hit and categorization of a horizontal outline as vertical as a false alarm. For the ERP analysis, median trial rejection rate was 88 out of 1,560 trials (min = 5 trials, max = 256 trials); in total, 7% of the data was rejected. To compare difference wave onsets of Experiment 2 with Experiment 1, two-tailed independent-sample t-tests were conducted between the average manmade/natural difference waves from each experiment. The resulting P values were FDR corrected for multiple comparisons across time samples and electrodes at α = 0.05.

**RESULTS**

**Experiment 1**

**Rationale.** All subjects performed a manmade/natural scene categorization task (full attention on scene) and two letter categorization tasks, while presented with the same set of scene stimuli (Fig. 1, A and B). We used two different letter tasks to divert attention from the scenes, an easy vowel categorization task and a more challenging 2-back task. To assess the extent to which attention was successfully manipulated in each condition, we separately tested how well subjects remembered to which attention was successfully manipulated in each condition, again a small number of trials were excluded (mean P = 0.9, P = 0.34; Fig. 2B).

**Importantly, there was not a particular set of memory scenes that was inherently better remembered than other sets [repeated-measures ANOVA on memory: F(1,15) = 0.5, P = 0.58]. These results show that scenes attended during categorization were indeed better remembered. However, although the 2-back task was experienced as more difficult than the vowel task, as intended.**

For the memory posttest performance, we observed a main effect of task [1-way repeated-measures ANOVA on d': F(2,14) = 52.3, P < 0.001]. Subjects more accurately recognized scenes they had seen in the scene task compared with the other tasks [scene vs. vowel, t(15) = 9.7, P < 0.001; scene vs. 2-back, t(15) = 7.1, P = 0.001], which did not differ from one another [vowel vs. 2-back, t(15) = −0.9, P = 0.34; Fig. 2A]. Importantly, there was not a particular set of memory scenes that was inherently better remembered than other sets [repeated-measures ANOVA on memory sets: F(1,15) = 0.5, P = 0.58]. These results show that scenes attended during categorization were indeed better remembered. However, although the 2-back task was experienced as more difficult, there was no difference in scene memory between the 2-back and vowel task, suggesting that attention was diverted from the scene in the two letter tasks to a similar degree.

**ERP results.** To examine when scene information emerged in evoked activity in each condition, difference waves between manmade and natural scenes were computed for each electrode separately and statistically evaluated using one-sample t-tests. In addition, we extracted scene-specific single-trial ERP amplitudes to examine neural sensitivity to scene statistics. We first present the whole-scalp results and then discuss individual electrodes that most clearly demonstrate the observed effects.

**Whole-scalp difference waves.** In the scene task, the first significant deflection of the difference wave between manmade and natural scenes appeared at 70 ms after stimulus onset at occipital midline electrode POz (Fig. 3A). This difference was negative, indicating a larger ERP for natural compared with manmade scenes, and was part of a large cluster of occipital electrodes (Oz, O1, O2, I1, I2, and PO4) that showed significant negative deflections up to 200–250 ms. This negative
Deflection was accompanied by positive deflections at several parietal electrodes (Pz, P1, P3, and P10). Together, these differences reflected a strong source of activity at the back of the scalp that was maximal between 150 and 200 ms. We define this as the early effect. Around 250 ms, we observed a second, late effect of scene naturalness centered on lateral parietal-occipital and parietal electrodes (PO7-PO8 between 260–324 ms; P3–P7 between 258–464 ms). This effect was present as two lateral deflections from ~250 ms onward (Fig. 3A).

**Figure 3**

A. T-value man-made vs. natural. B. ERP amplitude (µV/m²) for scene task. C. ERP amplitude (µV/m²) for vowel task. D. ERP amplitude (µV/m²) for 2-back task. E. T-value regression. F. ERP (manmade-natural) for CE. G. ERP (manmade-natural) for SC. H. SC for scene - vowel, scene - 2-back, vowel - 2-back.
If we compare these results to the letter tasks (vowel and 2-back), we see that the early effect was also present there. The deflections at the occipital cluster were nearly identical, starting at 74 ms at POz (vowel task) and at 78 ms at Oz (2-back task). For the vowel task (Fig. 3B), the early cluster consisted of the same electrodes as in the scene task (with the exception of I2), and the early differences were again significant up to 250–300 ms. For the 2-back task, the early differences were slightly more focal (restricted to I1, Iz, O1, O2, and Oz), with a brief deflection at PO4 (Fig. 3C); they also lasted up to 250 ms, and the topographic scalp distributions were again visually similar.

Notably, however, in these reduced attention conditions, the late effect disappeared completely; there were no significant deflections at the parietal-occipital and parietal channels from 250 ms onward (compare the gray dashed boxes labeled “LATE” in Fig. 3, A–C), and the lateral sources observed in the scene task were no longer visible on the scalp (compare boxes labeled “P/PO” in the topographic plots of Fig. 3, A–C).

To demonstrate the task-induced differences more clearly, direct comparisons between the manmade/natural difference waves for each task are shown in Fig. 3D. At the early interval, there were no significant differences between tasks at early occipital electrodes. At the late interval, the difference waves were significantly more negative in the scene task compared with the vowel and 2-back tasks at occipital electrode O2 and at perioccipital electrodes (scene vs. vowel: PO8, P5, and P10; scene vs. 2-back: PO4, PO8, P6, and P7). There were no significant differences at any of the occipital or parietal electrodes between the vowel and 2-back tasks.

These results show that a difference between manmade and natural scenes is consistently present in early evoked activity in all three tasks, even when attention was diverted to the letters. However, late and more widespread activity is selectively present in the scene task only. We next examined whether global scene information was also present at the single-trial level, measured as sensitivity to CE and SC, which respectively global scene information was also present at the single-trial level. We next examined whether the two statistics separately influenced ERP amplitude in each task by examining the regression weights for CE and SC.

In the scene task, significant β-coefficients for both CE and SC were found at occipital electrodes in the early time interval (Fig. 3E) (first significant CE coefficient at 70 ms at POz; at 170 ms, significant CE coefficients at Iz, Oz, O1, O2, and P10; first significant SC coefficient at 66 ms at POz; at 170 ms, significant SC coefficients at Iz, Oz, O1, O2, P1, and PO4). At the later time interval, the β-coefficients for CE still centered on occipital sites (at 270 ms, significant coefficients at Iz, I1, I2, Oz, O2, P3, and P2), whereas those for SC were also found on lateral electrodes (at 270 ms, significant coefficients at PO7, PO8, P6, P7, P8, POz, and Pz). In the vowel (Fig. 3F) and 2-back (Fig. 3G) tasks, the early occipital effects were identical to the scene task for both CE and SC. The later effects for SC, however, were no longer present. This task-related difference is clearly revealed when the β-coefficients are compared across tasks (Fig. 3H). At the two time points representing the early and late effects, no significant difference was found between the tasks in CE coefficients, but SC coefficients were present only in the scene task at lateral channels P7, PO7, and P10.

These results show that, at the single-trial level, early sensitivity to scene statistics is maintained with diminished attention but that late sensitivity at higher-level channels is modulated by attention. These temporally distinct effects of scene information on neural activity were also separated across the scalp; the automatic, early effect was centered on central visual electrodes, whereas the late, attention-dependent effect extended toward lateral occipital-parietal sites. We next illustrate these effects at representative electrodes.

**Individual electrodes.** Figure 4 shows the results for the early, midline occipital electrode Oz. At Oz, manmade and natural ERPs in the scene task differed significantly from ~80 ms onward (Fig. 4A). The difference waves for the three tasks at this electrode overlapped completely, and the oscillatory nature of the difference wave was identical between the tasks (Fig. 4B). Interestingly, regression coefficients for CE became significant exactly at these time points (see vertical gray dashed line in Fig. 4A–C), whereas SC started to affect ERP amplitude slightly later in time (Fig. 4C). Scene information was thus reliably present at this early visual channel regardless of task, at both the grand average and single-trial ERP level.

Two late lateral parietal-occipital electrodes (PO7 and PO8) are illustrated in Fig. 5. At both PO7 and PO8, the manmade/natural difference in the scene task appeared at ~150 ms,

---

Fig. 3. Whole-scalp ERP and regression results for Experiment 1. A, left: t values of the difference wave between manmade and natural scenes at each electrode (rows) and time sample (columns) in the scene task. Positive t values indicate that the ERP for manmade scenes is larger than for natural scenes (positive difference wave); negative t values reflect a negative difference wave. The gray dashed boxes illustrate the early and late effects. Electrode abbreviations: AF, anterior-frontal; C, central; CP, central-parietal; F, frontal; FC, frontal-central; FT, frontal-temporal; Fp, frontal pole; O/I, occipital; P, parietal; PO, parietal-occipital; T, temporal; TP, temporal-parietal. Right: whole-scalp difference wave amplitude representative of the early and late effects in A. The gray dashed boxes illustrate the early occipital and the late parietal-occipital electrode locations. B and C: same as A, but for the vowel and 2-back task, respectively. D: difference in difference wave (manmade minus natural) amplitude between tasks (scene minus vowel; scene minus 2-back; vowel minus 2-back) at the early and late time points. Color scale is the same as in A–C, right column. E: early and late whole-scalp maps of significant β-coefficients for CE and SC, as expressed in their t values. Positive values indicate a positive correlation of CE or SC with ERP amplitude; negative values are a negative correlation. T values are only displayed on the scalp if they survive FDR correction. F and G: same as E, but for the vowel and 2-back tasks, respectively. Note that the regression weights for SC, but not CE, are sensitive to attention (gray dashed boxes). H: difference in SC regression coefficients between tasks at the early and late time point. There were no significant differences between CE at these time points. Color scales and thresholds are the same as in E–G.
much more lateralized and selective to the global image property SC. Importantly, attentional manipulation selectively affects the late, lateralized neural activity, whereas the early occipital effects are automatically evoked upon the presentation of the scene.

Late lateral effects: spatial or scene-based attention? The results of Experiment 1 provide neurophysiological evidence that the brain can process scene information with diminished attention. In addition, we observed a selective enhancement of scene processing on more lateral electrodes with increased attention. Does this lateral activity reflect scene-specific processing induced by attending to the scene content? This is not unlikely, but we cannot conclude this with certainty from the results of Experiment 1 alone. The two letter tasks both required categorization of a central stimulus, whereas the scene extended more peripherally. Thus the increased lateral activity in the letter conditions may simply reflect enhanced processing of peripheral parts of the stimulus display, not necessarily enhanced scene processing. Another caveat of Experiment 1 is that the central letter stimuli were presented almost twice as long as the scenes, thereby possibly shifting the attentional time course of the letters compared with the scenes.

In Experiment 2, we aimed to further investigate the origin of the late lateral activity by including a condition in which subjects directed spatial attention more peripherally but still performed a task unrelated to scene category. We changed the visual stimulation by presenting a scene outline (Fig. 5D) along with the scene and letter and replaced the 2-back condition with an outline discrimination task. In addition, we equalized the presentation duration of the letter, scene, and outline. If the lack of lateral activity in the letter tasks was driven by pure peripheral suppression, late lateral activity should be present in the outline task. In contrast, if this activity reflects selective processing of scene information, it should only be present in the scene task.

Experiment 2

Behavior. Task performance (d’) during EEG recording was analyzed using a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with factors task (scene, vowel, or outline) and repetition (first or second block). We again observed a main effect of task [F(2,14) = 10.7, P = 0.001], and there was again no effect of repetition [F(1,15) = 0.5, P = 0.50] or interaction between task and repetition [F(2,15) = 1.7, P = 0.21]. Pair-wise t-tests on mean d’ indicated that subjects had lower sensitivity in the scene task compared with the other two tasks [outline vs. scene, t(15) = 5.4, P < 0.001; outline vs. vowel, t(15) = 3.2, P = 0.006; scene vs. vowel, t(15) = 0.34, P = 0.74; Fig. 5A].

This time, task also affected reaction times [mean RT: F(2,15) = 4.7, P = 0.03; median RT: F(2,15) = 5.9, P = 0.02]; subjects responded slightly slower in the outline condition compared with the other conditions (mean RT ± SD scene: 550 ± 105 ms; vowel: 551 ± 123 ms; outline: 582 ± 77 ms; median RT ± SD scene: 530 ± 51 ms; vowel: 532 ± 47 ms; outline: 564 ± 49 ms). This likely reflects the fact that, in the intertrial intervals, the central black letter stream kept spatial attention at fixation, whereas, upon trial onset, attention had to be relocated to the outline when the target stimulus appeared. There was no effect of repetition or an interaction between task and repetition on RT [all F(2,15) < 1.3, all P > 0.28].

Fig. 4. Single-electrode ERP and regression results for Experiment 1 at occipital channel Oz. A: grand average ERPs for manmade and natural scenes and the difference wave for the scene task. Difference wave significance was determined by 1-sample t-tests at each time sample and electrode, controlling for multiple comparisons with FDR correction (FDR-corrected P value threshold = 0.0027). B: difference waves for all 3 tasks at Oz. Shadings indicate confidence intervals derived from the t-tests. Thick straight colored lines indicate significant time points. C: β-coefficients for CE and SC in each task. Lines indicate significant time points, controlled for multiple comparisons using FDR correction (FDR-corrected P value threshold = 0.0028). The gray vertical dashed line is superimposed to guide the eye to compare the onsets of the effects across the 3 panels.

reaching significance at ~250 ms at PO7 (Fig. 5A) and ~170 ms at PO8 (Fig. 5B). Although the difference waves for the three tasks were also initially overlapping, they were only significant in the scene task at the late interval (Fig. 5, C–D). In accordance, regression coefficients for CE and SC were weaker at these electrodes compared with Oz (Fig. 5, E–F). The largest coefficients beyond 170 ms were found for SC, which extended to ~300–350 ms in the scene task only.

We thus find two neural correlates of scene perception, which are spatio-temporally distinct. Initially, grand average manmade vs. natural differences and single-trial sensitivity to both CE and SC are present exclusively on occipital electrodes near the midline, whereas later in time these effects become
For memory posttest performance, we again observed a main effect of task [1-way repeated-measures ANOVA on \(d'\): \(F(2,14) = 22.5, P < 0.001\)]. Subjects again more accurately recognized scenes viewed in the scene task compared with the other two tasks [scene vs. vowel, \(t(15) = 5.2, P < 0.001\]; scene vs. outline, \(t(15) = 5.5, P < 0.001\]; vowel vs. outline, \(t(15) = 1.16, P = 0.26\); Fig. 6B]. There was again no effect of memory set [\(F(1,15) = 0.7, P = 0.52\)].

These results show that, when subjects directed spatial attention peripherally in the outline task, they still remembered the scenes less well compared with the scene task. In fact, memory performance was equally impaired as in the focal attention condition. It thus appears that the observed differences in memory performance are not driven by peripheral suppression per se but instead by attending to the scene itself, which subsequently resulted in better scene memory.

**Whole scalp ERP results.** The ERP averaging analysis for the scene (Fig. 7A) and vowel (Fig. 7B) tasks revealed a similar pattern of results as in Experiment 1. For both tasks, there was again an early, occipital cluster that showed a negatively deflecting difference wave (significant at POz, Oz, O1, O2, PO3, and PO4). A later, lateral deflection was again present in the scene task but not in the vowel task. However, this time, late deflections reached significance in the right hemisphere only (PO8, P6, P8, and P10).

In the new outline condition (Fig. 7C), the early negative occipital differences were again present (significant at POz, O1, O2, O3, and PO3), and the scalp distribution of this early effect was again very similar to the other conditions. Interestingly, some significant late effects of naturalness were found in this condition, restricted to left lateral electrodes (PO3, P3, P5, P7, and P9). However, these effects were reversed in sign (manmade > natural) and lasted shorter than the previously observed lateral clusters in the scene task; the positive left lateral sources in the outline task were maximal around 245 ms. There were no significant deflections at the electrode PO8, which showed the strongest effects in the scene task.

In Fig. 7D, we again show the subtractions between the difference waves for each task. Whereas none of the electrodes showed an early difference between tasks, the late interval...
Fig. 7. Whole-scalp ERP and regression results for Experiment 2. A–H: as in Fig. 3, except that the 2-back task was replaced by the outline task. Dashed boxes are as in Experiment 1. Note that the time labels are different here because of a ~25-ms shift in overall ERP onsets between experiments (see RESULTS).
difference waves were significantly larger in the scene task compared with the vowel task at right lateral channels PO8, P6, and P8 and left lateral channel P5. Compared with the outline task, the difference waves differed significantly on both right lateral (PO8, P6, P8, P10, TP8) and left lateral channels (PO3, PO7, P5, P7, P9) although it should be noted that the latter effect could be partly explained by the reversed difference wave in the outline task.

Regression weights. In Experiment 2, maximal explained variance for the regression analysis was 23% (range 11–41% at 105 ms, range across subjects 90–117 ms), and model fits were again significant in every single subject. In the scene task, early significant β-coefficients for CE and SC were again found at occipital electrodes (Fig. 7E). As before, late coefficients were found for SC; however, similar to the difference waves, they were more right lateralized than in Experiment 1. In the vowel task (Fig. 7F), the early occipital coefficients were very similar to the scene task for both CE and SC. The later coefficients for SC, however, were again eliminated. For the outline task (Fig. 7G), the early coefficients are similar to the other tasks. However, in the later time interval, we observed a left lateralized effect of CE only. Comparison of the SC coefficients between tasks (Fig. 7H) shows that the results from Experiment 1 were replicated; SC coefficients were significant in the late interval on lateral electrodes.

Individual electrodes. At the single electrode level, we can readily see that the effects at channel Oz were replicated in Experiment 2. The early occipital difference wave in the scene task (Fig. 8A) again overlapped completely with difference waves of the other two tasks (Fig. 8B) and was accompanied by sensitivity to CE and SC (Fig. 8C). For the higher-level electrodes, the lateralization of the manmade/natural sensitivity observed at the whole scalp is visible as a difference between PO7 (Fig. 9A) and PO8 (Fig. 9B). At the right electrode, the difference between manmade and natural scenes is visible in the scene condition only, but this effect was diminished in the left electrode (Fig. 9, C and D). For the difference waves at both electrodes, the scene task time course was again mirrored in the selective neural sensitivity to SC (Fig. 9, E and F). Remarkably, at PO7 there was also sustained sensitivity to CE, in the outline task only.

Together, these ERP results replicate the early effects of Experiment 1; we observe intact early processing of scene information under attentional requirements. Regarding the late activity on the lateral electrodes, however, the results are mixed, depending on hemisphere. At right lateral electrodes, which showed the strongest manmade natural differential activity in Experiment 1, the late effects were again only present in the scene task, and this effect was again accompanied by increased sensitivity to SC. This is consistent with the interpretation that the late lateral activity reflects scene-specific processing. However, in the left hemisphere, we observed a late effect of scene naturalness in the outline task only, which was reversed in sign compared with the right hemisphere. Importantly, this effect was accompanied by enhanced sensitivity to the contrast energy of the scenes. This result thus suggests that peripheral attention can lead to enhanced processing of some scene information, even if scene categorization is not required for the current task.

Difference wave onset comparison between experiments. We observed one other, unexpected difference in Experiment 2, namely that, in all tasks, the difference wave onsets occurred ~20–25 ms later compared with Experiment 1 (scene: 95 ms at POz; vowel: 100 ms at Oz; outline: 95 ms at Oz). Statistical comparison between experiments suggested that the entire ERP had shifted (significant difference between the mean manmade/natural difference waves across tasks on electrodes Iz, I1, O1, Oz, and PO between ~70–100 ms). This shift was accompanied by an overall delay in RT in Experiment 2. For the scene and vowel task, which were identical between experiments, RTs were higher in Experiment 2; a two-way ANOVA with factors task (vowel/scene) and experiment (Experiment 1/Experiment 2) demonstrated a significant main effect of experiment on median RT [F(1,31) = 5.2, P = 0.03; for mean RT, the effect was not significant: F(1,31) = 3.5, P = 0.07], with no effect of task [both F(1,31) < 0.34, both P > 0.56]. Thus for both tasks there was a modest increase in RTs across experiments of about 20–25 ms (mean RT Experiment 1: 530 ± 40 ms; Experiment 2: 551 ± 55 ms; median RT Experiment 1: 506 ± 37 ms; Experiment 2: 531 ± 50 ms).

ERP onsets can be affected by participant age and by screen luminance (Bieniek et al. 2013), but subject age did not differ

---

**Fig. 8.** Single-electrode ERP and regression results for Experiment 2 at channel Oz. A–C: same as Fig. 5, with the outline task replacing the 2-back task. For the ERP analysis, FDR-corrected P value threshold = 0.0022. For the regression analysis, FDR-corrected P value threshold = 0.0036.
between experiments \( t(31) = 0.44, P = 0.67 \). The two experiments were conducted in the same room with the same screen settings. The only difference between the two experiments was the addition of the outline around the scene. We speculate that this additional stimulation may have negatively affected the speed of visual information processing. For example, the black and white peripheral outline may have selectively activated the magno-cellular pathway, diminishing its capacity to pick up coarse scene information (Delorme et al. 1999). The scene would then be relatively stronger, represented by the color-sensitive parvocellular pathway, which responds slightly slower (Maunsell and Newsome 1987). Alternatively, the presence of the high-contrast outline may have led to neural adaptation or contrast gain shifts (Huang and Dobkins 2005; Wagge and Olzak 2008), leading to slower processing of the scenes.

**DISCUSSION**

We examined how manipulations of attention affected scene information processing. Two independent experiments showed that, when a scene is presented in full view, but attention is directed to either a focal or a peripheral stimulus, global scene information is still present in early (\(<250 \text{ ms}\)) evoked activity. This information was evident as a grand average difference in manmade vs. natural scenes that was indistinguishable between different attentional manipulations. Moreover, intact single-trial sensitivity to global image statistics CE and SC indicated that the brain also processed information that is diagnostic of the degree of naturalness at the individual image level regardless of attentional locus.

At later time points, the enhanced attention gave rise to prolonged ERP signatures of scene processing that were more spread out across the scalp. Importantly, this enhanced processing had behavioral consequences; in both experiments, we observed better memory for scenes that had been categorized. Across the two experiments, larger negativity for manmade compared with natural scenes was only observed in the scene categorization task, suggesting that, although scene information is initially processed automatically, explicit categorization gives rise to deeper processing of this information.

In Experiment 2, we observed an unexpected inverted manmade/natural difference (more positive ERP amplitude for manmade scenes) for left hemisphere electrodes in the peripheral attention condition. However, subjects were as impaired at remembering scenes during this task as during the focal attention task. This suggests that enhanced later activity does not necessarily reflect enhanced processing of scene-specific information. Interestingly, unlike in Experiment 1, this inverse pattern of activity was associated with increased sensitivity to CE. Thus we speculate that, in this task, in which subjects had to discriminate the orientation of a high-contrast outline, neural sensitivity to contrast was enhanced, thereby giving rise to the
inverse difference wave, i.e., higher activity for manmade (which on average have higher CE values, see Fig. 1C) than natural scenes. SC, on the other hand, more closely followed the characteristic manmade/natural/difference waves; sensitivity to SC was present in all tasks whenever ERP amplitude for natural scenes was higher than for manmade scenes, both early and late in time.

Thus, in line with the stronger correlation of SC than CE with behavioral naturalness rating (Groen et al. 2013), we here again find that SC is more tightly linked to the naturalness distinction because it selectively modulated late activity related to scene categorization. Together, these findings support a model of visual perception in which real-world scene information is extracted automatically in visual processing but flexibly processed to higher levels depending on task requirements.

Complex Perception Without Attention?

The attentional requirements of scene perception are intensely debated. Studies on dual-task and parallel image presentation have suggested that the brain constructs complex scene representations in the near absence of attention (Li et al. 2002; Rousselet et al. 2002; VanRullen et al. 2005). However, others have countered this claim, arguing that scene perception does require attention, given that humans exhibit considerable inattentive blindness to natural scenes (Mack and Clarke 2012; Rensink 2001; Simons and Rensink 2005) and that scene perception is impaired under attentionally demanding rapid serial visual presentation or multiple object tracking tasks (Cohen et al. 2011; Evans and Treisman 2005).

To resolve this debate, it is necessary to understand the format of scene representation under different forms of attention (Rosenholtz et al. 2012a), i.e., what type of scene information can be processed to which levels of representation with and without attention. A recent fMRI study with naturalistic face stimuli showed that spatial attention manipulations affect visual responses in higher-level category-selective areas but not in early visual cortex (Kay et al. 2015), suggesting that low-level information processing is less susceptible to reduced attention. Similarly, EEG results have shown that, when subjects detect objects in natural scenes, very early sensory processing is not affected by the target vs. nontarget status of the scenes (VanRullen and Thorpe 2001); in that study, the task started to affect evoked responses from 150 ms onward. Another EEG experiment showed that segmentation of artificial textures can take place even when subjects do not attend to these textures (Scholte et al. 2006). Such early segmentation processes could reflect grouping of low-level features within the feed-forward sweep of visual activation (Lamme and Roelfsema 2000) in a “preattentive” parallel processing phase (Rousselet et al. 2004) in which a large amount of scene information is processed in a short period of time but not necessarily in much detail. In a similar vein, it has been proposed that the brain constructs a coarse “gist” representation via a separate processing pathway (Wolfe et al. 2011). Importantly, such a coarse sketch of a scene is thought to be sufficient for some semantic content extraction (Oliva 2005; Schyns and Oliva 1994), for example basic-level categorical labels like “beach” or “street scene” (Oliva and Torralba 2006) or global scene properties such as naturalness or spatial layout (Greene and Oliva 2009).

Indeed, despite the heated debate, most researchers in fact agree that coarse scene representations of “relatively low perceptual resolution” (Fize et al. 2005) may have “aspects that are systematically immune to attentional interference” (Cohen et al. 2011). The coarse nature of this representation may be the reason why it is more robust to attention manipulations than the artificial stimuli used in classic visual search (Rensink 2001; Treisman 2006), for which more detailed analysis is necessary (VanRullen et al. 2005). Potentially, this type of representation could even facilitate more selective binding processes (Oliva and Torralba 2007; Wolfe et al. 2011) and has thus been described as “nonselective,” “global,” or “statistical” (Alvarez and Oliva 2009; Oliva and Torralba 2007; Wolfe et al. 2011). However, the exact nature of this representation is unknown, and there has been very little investigation into any potential effects on neurophysiological signatures of early neural processing of global and/or statistical scene properties. Our findings provide initial steps toward more insight into this matter by providing the first neural evidence that processing of scene naturalness and local contrast statistics is only influenced by attention at later stages of visual processing.

A Role for Image Statistics in Scene Perception

Our results are consistent with the view that image statistics play a role in shaping neural representations (Balas et al. 2009; Freeman and Simoncelli 2011; Groen et al. 2012a, 2012b; Loschky et al. 2009; Scholte et al. 2009). We have argued previously that estimating CE and SC could be a useful step in visual processing because they index the fragmentation of the visual input, i.e., whether the scene is very clumped and chaotic or strongly segmented and organized (Groen et al. 2013). This information is useful for estimating naturalness because natural scenes tend to be more fragmented. This, however, does not imply that these contrast statistics should be the only source of information relevant for a manmade/natural decision. Isolating the influence of these statistics would require comparing our results with categorization performance on manmade and natural scenes that do not differ in their underlying statistics. However, a complication of that experimental approach is that, because of the inherent correlation of scene statistics with category, such a subselection of scenes may no longer be an adequate sample of the real-world variance that the brain is tuned to and most likely optimized for (Fei-Fei et al. 2005; Felsen and Dan 2005; Olshausen and Field 1996; Vinje and Gallant 2000).

The early onsets of the ERP sensitivity to image statistics suggest that they mainly play a role in early visual processing, and it is likely that the format of scene representation changes substantially over the course of visual processing, transforming from an early, coarse representation closely tied to scene statistics toward a much richer and detailed representation at later stages of processing. Interestingly, however, we here still observed sensitivity to SC at relatively late time points (up to 300 ms). This suggests that scene statistics not only affect early visual representations, but can also be flexibly maintained depending on the task the subject is engaged in. Although SC is derived from local contrast information, it thus potentially plays a role in more high-level categorization and recognition processes. Indeed, low-level scene information is not necessarily completely irrelevant at later stages of visual processing.
For example, transcranial magnetic stimulation studies indicate that lower-level visual areas continue to play a role in scene processing beyond their initial responses (Koivisto et al. 2011), and a recent magnetoencephalography study showed that categorical object representations at later time points are still related to information encoded in V1 (Cichy et al. 2014).

On the other hand, there is evidence that, even early in visual processing, the extraction of scene information can be flexible. For example, a top-down task manipulation that required only image recognition rather than processing of specific scene information was capable of enhancing neural sensitivity to low-level cues (Delorme et al. 2004). It has also been shown that observers can selectively extract information present at specific spatial scales that are relevant for the current task (Malcolm et al. 2014; Oliva and Schyns 1997). The processing of information from specific spatial frequency bands has also been related to particular peaks in the event-related potential, with the P1 carrying mostly low spatial frequency information and the N1 carrying high spatial frequency information (Hansen et al. 2012). The scene categorization task in the current experiments did not require using high vs. low spatial frequencies per se. In fact, both of these are captured by the CE/SC model, which uses minimal reliable scale selection to extract contrast across multiple spatial scales (Ghebreab et al. 2009). Accordingly, the difference waves and the effects of image statistics we observed in the present study were present on multiple early sensory ERP peaks (P1, N1, extending into the P2 window). Previously, we found that spatial frequency-based image statistics did not predict ERP amplitude as well as CE/SC (Groen et al. 2012a, 2013), which was the main reason not to include an analysis of this type of information in the present study. Thus it remains unclear to what degree early neural activity may reflect specific spatial frequency information extraction dependent on the task requirements.

Effects of Spatial Location on the Attentional Time Course

It is clear that, in our paradigm, attention was reduced, but not completely removed from the scenes. We presented the scenes centrally in full view, and distracter stimuli were presented on or directly adjacent to the scenes. If the scenes were not visually processed at all, we would not have observed scene-evoked activity in the letter and outline conditions. The late attentional effects reported here could possibly shift to earlier time points in different experimental designs, for example, if the scene and distractor stimuli were more spatially separated, as in classic spatial cuing paradigms (Luck et al. 2000) or as in the study by Li et al. (2002).

However, present evidence argues against a large influence of spatial position in natural scene perception; ERPs are similar for scenes presented off center vs. centrally; even the scene location is unpredictable (Fize et al. 2005). Moreover, although scene categorization is generally better when scenes are presented at center, it remains above chance for scenes presented in the periphery (interestingly, with particular good performance for naturalness categorization; Boucart et al. 2013). Patients with impaired central vision can still categorize natural scenes (Tran et al. 2010), as can healthy subjects presented with peripheral information only (Larson and Loschky 2009). Thus scene categorization is possible on peripheral vision, but it is unclear how this ability is affected by attentional manipulations. Future experiments can establish what type of scene information can be detected in ERPs when attention is directed centrally while scenes are presented in the periphery. Possibly, image statistics play an even stronger role in peripheral vision because perceptually indistinguishable scenes can be constructed by matching peripheral statistics (Freeman and Simoncelli 2011; Rosenholtz et al. 2012b).

Hemispheric Asymmetry in Late Effects

The fact that, in Experiment 2, a task-dependent inverted ERP effect and sensitivity to contrast energy manifested in the left but not the right hemispheres is intriguing. A popular theory on hemispheric asymmetries in visual processing posits that the left and right hemispheres are attentionally biased toward local and global processing, respectively (Heinze et al. 1998; Robertson and Lamb 1991; Yamaguchi et al. 2000). With the use of compound stimuli (typically Navon’s hierarchical letters, Navon 1977), it has been found that this local/global asymmetry can be modulated by many factors, including perceptual salience, the degree of response conflict, as well as spatial frequency and the level of contrast (Fink et al. 1998; Han et al. 2003; Volberg and Hübner 2004). Interestingly, it appears that greater contrast differences between local and global stimulus properties elicit larger hemispheric asymmetry by biasing the left hemisphere more toward local processing (Jiang and Han 2005).

Thus one possibility is that the high-contrast outline specifically elicited more local processing of the local boundaries of the outlines in the left hemisphere. However, an alternative explanation might be that the more difficult outline task elicited more response conflict between the scene and the outline leading to a stronger “division of labor” between hemispheres (Malinowski et al. 2002). In general, caution is warranted in these post hoc interpretations, as well as for the reason that most previous literature pertains to artificial stimuli. There is some evidence that these hemispheric biases may also exist for more naturalistic stimuli such as objects (Hübner and Studer 2009) or scenes that have been filtered to contain only low or high spatial frequencies (Peyrin et al. 2005, 2010), but it is unclear how the hemispheric differences in attentional bias toward local and global information may affect the neural representation of intact, real-world scenes and their scene statistics.

Future Directions: Exploring a Potential Role for Perceptual Load

In Experiment 1, despite the difference in task difficulty between the vowel and 2-back letter task, we found an equal decrease in scene memory. Moreover, the attentional effects on the scene-evoked activity were highly similar between these two tasks, with a clear lack of interference by the letter tasks before 250 ms and a clear lack of the scene representation beyond that time point. This is consistent with the idea that processing of irrelevant visual input is affected by increasing perceptual but not working memory load (Handy et al. 2001; Lavie 1995; Yi et al. 2004). In our study, even though the central letters were small and rapidly presented, they were clearly visible, suggesting that their perceptual load was not extremely high. It would be interesting to examine to what extent the ERP differences between manmade and natural
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sciences are still present when the letter task is made more perceptually difficult, e.g., by blurring the letters. In Experiment 2, the outline task was more difficult than the other tasks, suggesting that it was more perceptually demanding. However, the early ERP differences were still intact. It has been suggested that, in natural scene perception, early competition for attention occurs only if target and irrelevant information are spatially overlapping (Lavie 1995; VanRullen et al. 2005). Here, the outline was spatially adjacent to the scene but was visually very distinct; it remains unclear to what extent competition may have played a role here.

Conclusion

We provide electrophysiological evidence that the extraction of information from real-world scenes remains intact when attention to the scene is reduced. However, increased attention does enhance real-world scene information processing at later processing stages.
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